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WT050C LED43S/840 PSU L1500

4000K 220-240V 50/60 Hz 3.402 x 24W 4300lm
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This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the 
environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To 
return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can take 
this product for environmental safe recycling.

1.Read this manual before you start to install the luminaire.
2.The luminaire shall be installed by a qualified electrician and wired in accordance with the latest IEE electrical regulations or the 
national requirements.
3.TURN OFF the power during installation or maintenance to avoid electrical shock.
4.Do not switch on before complete installation.
5.For indoor and semi outdoor use, not availabel for public outdoor.
6.LED tube shall only be replaced by the manufacture or qualified operator
7.The corrosive atmosphere or hazardous materials such as sulfur, chlorine, phthalate, etc must be avoided during the use and storage
8.This batten is designed for Philips Feifan LEDtubes only and not compatible with conventional tubes.The manufactory will not be 
responsible for improper usage or modification of the products.
9.Lamps are replaceable by CorePro LEDtube with 12NC 9290018751 only.
10.This luminaire is no longer suitable for fluorescent lamps.When replacing the light source or connecting the lamp with the 
external power supply, the modified double-ended LED light, the connection mode and the relevant operation steps allowed in 
this manual shall be used

25°C
EN

Ledinaire Waterproof



1.Close the optical cover ;
2.Lock the clips;
3.Then tighten the PG grommet ;
（Reference value for PG waterproof connector's tightening 
    torque: 1.2-1.9 N·M）

1.Screw out the anti-tamper clips.
2.Open the clip.
3.Open the luminaire and take out the 
LED module plate to find the accessories bag.

2pcs

2pcs

2

This luminaire fixture only suitable for one-sided LEDtubes. 

Power input

2 x 1.0 mm2


